5 inch

Adjustable Width Chuck

For all Akron Standard® Model D70 Series
Tire Uniformity Machines
Increasing the
of e uniformity machines is cri
to expanding the
ﬂexibility of the
line. Micro-Poise now oﬀers a 5” Automa
Adjustable Width Chuck (5” AAWC). This patented technology will allow your
D70, D70-SE, D70-LTX or D70-LTW to run a much wider range of

Upgrading to a 5” AAWC

The 5” AAWC upgrade further
extends the capability of the
machine by expanding the
machines
to
accept up to an 11 inch bead
width with 22.5 inches of
stroke. This greatly increases
the ability of the machine to
accept a wider range of res.

Features and Beneﬁts

 Accepts wider range of
up to 11” bead width.
 Increased chuck locking performance and consistency.
 The design limits axial force to Increase spindle bearing life.
 Run eleven diﬀerent width
with one set of rims to
increase throughput and ﬂexibility.
 Eliminates rim changeover me increasing machine
 With remote
code reader, width adjustments can be
made on the ﬂy.
 Requires no
cycle me.

Kit Includes


Plate
 Cylinder
 Chuck
 AAWC Board

Transducer

Sensor
 Upper Rim
 Professional

The automatic adjustable width chuck uses gas spring nose cone technology
along with a servo system that adjusts and maintains the chuck width at the
desired setting. Chuck width range is from 0 to 5 inches with adjustments in .5
inch increments. This system reduces the need to change rims (on fixed chuck
machines) or nose cones (on manual adjustment chuck machines) to
dramatically decrease tire changeover time. The system increases the bead‐
width capabilities of the 2.5” AAWC, greatly increasing the flexibility of the
machine.

Two Ways of Controlling
The 5” AAWC is controlled in two
ways, depending on the type of
machine controller used on your
machine. For machines using the TQC
controller, the chuck width is
controlled by the computer according
to the width settings in the tire
codes. The correct width is
automatically set when the tire code
is selected. For machines using a tire
identification system, the system
allows tires of varying widths (with
the same bead diameter) to be run
consecutively based on the identified
tire code.

Requirements
 The 5” AAWC requires the TQC‐PC Controller.
 Converting from an 11” load wheel to a 13” load wheel is necessary to capture
the full range of tire capabilities.
 A new offset upper rim is required.
 D70 and D70‐SE machines must be converted to a D70‐LTX. This is
accomplished as part of the 11” to 13” load wheel conversion upgrade.

+1-330-541-9100

Converting D70 and D70‐SE Machines
The D70 and D70‐SE machine frames were originally designed to be shorter in height. In
order to obtain the benefits of the 5” AAWC, the machine and conveyer must be lifted
and re‐aligned. This can be accomplished as part of the 11” to 13” load wheel upgrade
package.

Model D70

Model D70‐SE

Model D70‐LTX

Limitations of the original fixed Chuck and 2.5” AAWC
With a fixed nose cone chuck, it is necessary to use a set of rims manufactured with
the proper separation. This limitation created additional expenses for purchasing rims
as well as added time to change the rims.
Some machines have a 2.5” automatic adjustable width chuck which allows the same
set of rims to be used at differing width settings by adjusting the chuck width instead
of changing to a different set of rims for each tire type.

Globally Positioned to Serve You
Micro-Poise Measurement Systems LLC serves the tire and automotive industry all over the world.
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